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This strong safety cover can be used
all year round
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TECHNICAL FEATURES
Maximum pool size 5 x 12 m + 4 x 2 m max. step unit.

The product bonus

| 580 g/m² fabric with UV and fungicide treatment.

•Quick to install, only 3 tensioning points.

| Exceptional size stability.

• Excellent value for money.

| Excellent distortion resistance.
| Rainwater drainage holes.
| 25 cm overlap around the entire border.
| As-cut finish.
| Three fixing straps with stainless steel pawls and stainless steel
and aluminium anchors.
|2
 0 micron anodised aluminium bars with grey caps.
|C
 over delivered with 1 or 2 handles (2nd handle delivered from
50m²).

COLOUR

Blue

Green

Almond green

MATTE COLOUR

Light grey

Grey

Beige

Slate grey

Classic Above-ground (B-1.0)
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The product bonus
•4 seasons cover.
• Excellent value for money.
• Bar cover for above-ground pools.

COLOUR
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Maximum pool size 5 x 10 m.

Blue

Green

Almond green

Grey

Beige

Slate grey

MATTE COLOUR

| 580 g/m² fabric with UV and fungicide treatment.
| Exceptional size stability.
| Excellent distortion resistance.

Light grey

| Seam finish along the cover length.
| Rainwater drainage holes.
| Anodized aluminium bars.
| As-cut finish.
| Cover delivered with a wheel (ø 300 mm) or a rolling handle. (2nd wheel or handle supplied starting from 50 m²).
| Double stainless steel eyelets for better tension resistance.
| Removable unrolling strap used to unroll the cover over the pool.
| Tensioning using stainless steel levers.
| The lift-prevention system along the lengths is provided by beige elastic straps fixed using stainless steel eyelets.

IMPORTANT REMINDERS
No protection systems can replace your constant and active vigilance!
Never let children access the pool alone nor leave them alone, even for a few moments.

Manufacturer:
DEL La Basse Croix Rouge 35530 Brécé - France / export@fija-group.com / www.piscine-class.com

Ask your pool professional for advice
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CONSUMER INFORMATION.
Please read carefully and keep in a safe place.
Classic B-1.1 and Classic Above-Ground B-1.0 bar covers are pool safety covers designed to
prevent children under 5 years old from accessing the pool. A child can drown in under 3 minutes.
No type of protective measure can replace the surveillance and vigilance of a responsible adult.
This product complies with the NF P 90-308 standard. It is not a substitute for common sense or
personal responsibility. The purpose of these covers is not to replace the vigilance of parents and/
or responsible adults which remains the essential factor for the safety of young children. Order
form: For the cover to be correctly fitted to the pool, it is essential to supply a drawing of the
pool. Warranty: 3 years Wintering: do not lower the water level during the winter period, even
before installing the cover. Operating time: unrolling the cover requires 1 person and takes about
3 minutes. Use: in all seasons. The water level must be between 5 and 15 cm below the coping.
Packing list 1 pack of 0.30 x 0.35 x 5 m. Weight 80 kg.

